Hi Chad,

Just responding (as short and sweet as possible) to the article on KTVZ regarding the additional service of glass recycling and yard debris pick up for residents of Woodside Ranch.

1. I would ask for this to be an optional (opt-in/opt-out) type of service.

2. We usually have enough glass to take to Deschutes Recycling once a year. Paying to have it picked up monthly would not be cost-effective at all for us.

3. For residents in Woodside Ranch who typically have between 2 - 3 acres, one yard waste can for weekly/biweekly pick up is practically comical. We usually take our yard debris to the dump by trailer-load so a can is not a solution (perhaps for those in the city limits, but not for residents with the extensive and continuous yard debris that we have).

Thanks for listening!

Andrea Andrus